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QCD and String TheoryQCD and String Theory
•• At short distances, At short distances, 

must smaller than 1 must smaller than 1 
fermifermi, the quark, the quark--
antiquarkantiquark potential is potential is 
approximately approximately 
CoulombicCoulombic, due to the , due to the 
Asymptotic Freedom.Asymptotic Freedom.

•• At large distances the At large distances the 
potential should be potential should be 
linear (Wilson) due to linear (Wilson) due to 
formation of confining formation of confining 
flux tubes.flux tubes.



Flux Tubes in QCDFlux Tubes in QCD
•• These objects may These objects may 

be approximately be approximately 
described by the described by the 
NambuNambu stringsstrings
(animation from lattice work by (animation from lattice work by 
D. D. LeinweberLeinweber et al, Univ. of et al, Univ. of 
Adelaide)Adelaide)

•• The tubes are widely The tubes are widely 
used, for example, in used, for example, in 
jet jet hadronizationhadronization
algorithms (the Lund algorithms (the Lund 
String Model) where String Model) where 
they snap through they snap through 
quarkquark--antiquarkantiquark
creation.creation.



Large N Gauge TheoriesLarge N Gauge Theories
•• Connection of gauge theory with string theory is Connection of gauge theory with string theory is 

strengthened in `t strengthened in `t HooftHooft’’ss generalization from 3 generalization from 3 
colors (SU(3) gauge group) to N colors (SU(N) colors (SU(3) gauge group) to N colors (SU(N) 
gauge group).gauge group).

•• Make N large, while keeping the `t Make N large, while keeping the `t HooftHooft
coupling                     fixed.coupling                     fixed.

•• The probability of snapping a flux tube by quarkThe probability of snapping a flux tube by quark--
antiquarkantiquark creation (meson decay) is 1/N. The creation (meson decay) is 1/N. The 
string coupling is 1/N.string coupling is 1/N.

•• Yet, the planar diagrams needed in the large N Yet, the planar diagrams needed in the large N 
limit are very difficult to sum explicitly. limit are very difficult to sum explicitly. 



DD--BranesBranes vs. Geometryvs. Geometry
•• DirichletDirichlet branesbranes ((PolchinskiPolchinski) led string theory back to ) led string theory back to 

gauge theory in the midgauge theory in the mid--9090’’s.s.
•• A stack of N A stack of N DirichletDirichlet 33--branes realizes branes realizes NN=4 =4 

supersymmetricsupersymmetric SU(N) gauge theory in 4 dimensions. SU(N) gauge theory in 4 dimensions. 
It also creates a  curved background of 10It also creates a  curved background of 10--d theory d theory 
of closed superstringsof closed superstrings (artwork by (artwork by E.ImeroniE.Imeroni))

which for small r approaches which for small r approaches 

•• Successful matching of graviton absorption by D3Successful matching of graviton absorption by D3--
branes, related to 2branes, related to 2--point function of stresspoint function of stress--energy energy 
tensor in the SYM theory, with a gravity calculation in tensor in the SYM theory, with a gravity calculation in 
the 3the 3--brane metric  (IK; brane metric  (IK; GubserGubser, IK, , IK, TseytlinTseytlin) was a ) was a 
precursor of the precursor of the AdSAdS/CFT correspondence./CFT correspondence.



Conformal InvarianceConformal Invariance
•• In the In the NN=4 SU(N) SYM theory =4 SU(N) SYM theory theorytheory there are there are 

3 3 adjointadjoint chiralchiral superfieldssuperfields ZZii coupled to the coupled to the 
NN=1 SU(N) SYM theory with =1 SU(N) SYM theory with superpotentialsuperpotential
TrTr ZZ11 [Z[Z22,Z,Z33].].

•• The Asymptotic Freedom is canceled by the The Asymptotic Freedom is canceled by the 
extra fields; the beta function is exactly zero! extra fields; the beta function is exactly zero! 
Hence, the theory is invariant under scale Hence, the theory is invariant under scale 
transformations transformations xxμμ --> > λλ xxμμ . . It is also invariant It is also invariant 
under spaceunder space--time inversions. time inversions. 

•• Such a theory is called a Conformal Field Theory Such a theory is called a Conformal Field Theory 
(CFT). (CFT). 

•• The The NN=4 SU(N) SYM is also invariant under the =4 SU(N) SYM is also invariant under the 
SU(4) RSU(4) R--symmetry. Its full supersymmetry. Its full super--conformal conformal 
symmetry is SU(2,2|4). symmetry is SU(2,2|4). 



The The AdSAdS/CFT duality/CFT duality
MaldacenaMaldacena; ; GubserGubser, IK, , IK, PolyakovPolyakov; ; WittenWitten

•• Relates conformal gauge theory in 4 dimensions to Relates conformal gauge theory in 4 dimensions to 
string theory on 5string theory on 5--d Antid Anti--de Sitter space times a 5de Sitter space times a 5--
d compact space. For the d compact space. For the NN=4 SYM theory this =4 SYM theory this 
compact space is a 5compact space is a 5--sphere realizing the SU(4) Rsphere realizing the SU(4) R--
symmetry.symmetry.

•• The SO(2,4) geometrical symmetry of the AdSThe SO(2,4) geometrical symmetry of the AdS55
space realizes the conformal symmetry of the space realizes the conformal symmetry of the 
gauge theory.gauge theory.

•• The dThe d--dimensional dimensional AdSAdS space is a hyperboloid space is a hyperboloid 

•• Its metric is Its metric is 



•• When a gauge theory is strongly coupled, the When a gauge theory is strongly coupled, the 
radius of curvature of the dual AdSradius of curvature of the dual AdS55 and of the and of the 
55--d compact space becomes large:d compact space becomes large:

•• String theory in such a weakly curved String theory in such a weakly curved 
background can be studied in the effective background can be studied in the effective 
(super)(super)--gravity approximation, which allows for gravity approximation, which allows for 
a host of explicit calculations. Corrections to it a host of explicit calculations. Corrections to it 
proceed in powers of proceed in powers of 

•• Feynman graphs instead develop a weak Feynman graphs instead develop a weak 
coupling expansion in powers of coupling expansion in powers of λ.λ. At weak At weak 
coupling the dual string theory becomes difficult. coupling the dual string theory becomes difficult. 



•• Gauge invariant operators in the CFTGauge invariant operators in the CFT44 are in are in 
oneone--toto--one correspondence with fields (or one correspondence with fields (or 
extended objects) in AdSextended objects) in AdS55

•• Operator dimension is determined by the mass Operator dimension is determined by the mass 
of the dual field; e.g. for scalar operatorsof the dual field; e.g. for scalar operators

•• Correlation functions are calculated from the Correlation functions are calculated from the 
dependence of string theory path integral on dependence of string theory path integral on 
boundary conditions boundary conditions φφ00 in AdSin AdS55, imposed near , imposed near 
z=0:z=0:

•• In the large N limit the path integral is found In the large N limit the path integral is found 
from the classical string action:from the classical string action:



ConebraneConebrane DualitiesDualities
•• To reduce the number of To reduce the number of supersymmetriessupersymmetries

in in AdSAdS/CFT, we may place the stack of N /CFT, we may place the stack of N 
D3D3--branes at the tip of a 6branes at the tip of a 6--d Riccid Ricci--flat flat 
cone X whose base is a 5cone X whose base is a 5--d Einstein space d Einstein space 
Y: Y: 

•• Taking the nearTaking the near--horizon limit of the horizon limit of the 
background created by the N D3background created by the N D3--branes, branes, 
we find the space  AdSwe find the space  AdS55 x Y, with N units x Y, with N units 
of RR 5of RR 5--form flux, whose radius is given form flux, whose radius is given 
byby

•• This type IIB background is conjectured to This type IIB background is conjectured to 
be dual to the IR limit of the gauge theory be dual to the IR limit of the gauge theory 
on N D3on N D3--branes at the tip of the cone X. branes at the tip of the cone X. 



Trace AnomalyTrace Anomaly
•• In a 4In a 4--d CFT there are two d CFT there are two 

trace anomaly coefficients, a trace anomaly coefficients, a 
and c:and c:

•• Calculations on AdSCalculations on AdS5 5 x Y give x Y give 
their leading large N values  their leading large N values  
HenningsonHenningson, , SkenderisSkenderis; ; GubserGubser

•• In superIn super--conformal theories the conformal theories the 
anomalies are related to the anomalies are related to the 
spectrum of Rspectrum of R--charges of the charges of the 
chiralchiral fermions:  fermions:  AnselmiAnselmi, Freedman, , Freedman, 
GrisaruGrisaru, Johansen, Johansen



•• This provides basic checks of the dualities.This provides basic checks of the dualities.
•• For the For the NN=4 SYM theory the =4 SYM theory the gauginosgauginos

have R=1, while the have R=1, while the fermionfermion fields from fields from 
the the ZZii chiralchiral multipletsmultiplets have R=have R=--1/3.1/3.

•• Since Since TrTr R=0, we find a=c, andR=0, we find a=c, and

•• On the gravity side, the volume of SOn the gravity side, the volume of S55 is is ππ33

(the radius of Y is fixed so that              )(the radius of Y is fixed so that              )
•• For large N the two calculations of For large N the two calculations of 

anomaly coefficients agree.anomaly coefficients agree.



OrbifoldOrbifold ConesCones
KachruKachru, Silverstein; Lawrence, , Silverstein; Lawrence, NekrasovNekrasov, , VafaVafa

•• The simplest set of examples is The simplest set of examples is 
provided by cones that are provided by cones that are orbifoldsorbifolds
RR66//Γ , Γ , where where ΓΓ is a subgroup of the is a subgroup of the 
rotation group SU(4). rotation group SU(4). 

•• For For abelianabelian orbifoldsorbifolds, all group elements , all group elements 
can be brought to the formcan be brought to the form

•• For For ZZkk orbifoldsorbifolds, the , the nn--thth group element group element 
is specified by three integers mis specified by three integers mii defined defined 
mod k: xmod k: xii==nmnmii/k/k ..

•• If none of the If none of the eigenvalueseigenvalues of the of the 
generator = 1, then all SUSY is broken; generator = 1, then all SUSY is broken; 
if one of the if one of the eigenvalueseigenvalues = 1, then = 1, then 
NN=1 SUSY is preserved; if two of the =1 SUSY is preserved; if two of the 
eigenvalueseigenvalues = 1, then = 1, then NN=2 SUSY is =2 SUSY is 
preserved.preserved.



•• The action in the The action in the nn--thth twisted sector on 3 complex twisted sector on 3 complex 
coordinates of coordinates of CC33,,

and their complex conjugates, is and their complex conjugates, is 

wherewhere
•• If none of these phases = 1, then the If none of these phases = 1, then the orbifoldorbifold acts acts 

freely on Sfreely on S55//Γ. (Γ. (The tip of the cone is a fixed point that The tip of the cone is a fixed point that 
is removed in the basic nearis removed in the basic near--horizon limit.)horizon limit.)

•• A wellA well--known example of a freelyknown example of a freely--acting acting orbifoldorbifold is Zis Z33
with mwith mii=1. Since one of the =1. Since one of the eigenvalueseigenvalues of the of the 
generator = 1, i.e.             , this generator = 1, i.e.             , this orbifoldorbifold preserves preserves 
NN=1 SUSY. =1 SUSY. 



Construction of the quiver gauge Construction of the quiver gauge 
theories theories Douglas, MooreDouglas, Moore

•• Gauge theory on N D3Gauge theory on N D3--branes at the tip of branes at the tip of 
RR66//Γ Γ is found by applying projections to is found by applying projections to 
the the U(NkU(Nk) gauge theory on the covering ) gauge theory on the covering 
space. Retain only the fields invariant space. Retain only the fields invariant 
under the under the orbifoldorbifold action combined with action combined with 
conjugation by a conjugation by a U(NkU(Nk) matrix ) matrix γγ acting on acting on 
the gauge indices:the gauge indices:



•• In the In the supersymmetricsupersymmetric examples, such as Cexamples, such as C33/Z/Z33 or the or the 
conifoldconifold, the , the conebraneconebrane dualities have been tested dualities have been tested 
almost as thoroughly as in the maximally almost as thoroughly as in the maximally 
supersymmetricsupersymmetric case.case.

•• But when all SUSY is broken, problems may arise.But when all SUSY is broken, problems may arise.
•• When the When the orbifoldorbifold ΓΓ breaks all SUSY and is not freely breaks all SUSY and is not freely 

acting, then the weakly curved background AdSacting, then the weakly curved background AdS55 x Sx S55//Γ Γ 
is unstable due to the presence of tachyons that have is unstable due to the presence of tachyons that have 
(mL)(mL)22<<--4, and therefore violate the BF bound.4, and therefore violate the BF bound.

•• But for freely acting But for freely acting orbifoldsorbifolds, the negative zero, the negative zero--point point 
energy is compensated by the large stretching of the energy is compensated by the large stretching of the 
twisted sector closed strings in the compact space. twisted sector closed strings in the compact space. 
Hence, at large radius, there are no `bad tachyons.Hence, at large radius, there are no `bad tachyons.’’ This This 
makes freely acting makes freely acting orbifoldsorbifolds particularly interesting from particularly interesting from 
AdSAdS/CFT point of view./CFT point of view.

•• Yet, before the formal decoupling limit, the nonYet, before the formal decoupling limit, the non--SUSY SUSY 
freely acting freely acting orbifoldsorbifolds have closedhave closed--string tachyons string tachyons 
localized at the tip of the cone.localized at the tip of the cone.



Closed String ZeroClosed String Zero--Point EnergyPoint Energy
•• In lightIn light--Cone GreenCone Green--Schwarz, Schwarz, 

there are 4 complex world sheet there are 4 complex world sheet 
bosons and fermions.bosons and fermions.

•• In the In the nn--thth twisted sector the twisted sector the 
boundary conditions on the boundary conditions on the 
fermions arefermions are
and on the bosonsand on the bosons

•• The total zeroThe total zero--point energy of point energy of 
these modes isthese modes is



Weak coupling analysis of nonWeak coupling analysis of non--SUSY SUSY 
quiversquivers

•• My recent work with My recent work with DymarskyDymarsky and and RoibanRoiban (hep(hep--
th/0505099 and 0509132) reconsiders quiver gauge th/0505099 and 0509132) reconsiders quiver gauge 
theory on a stack of D3theory on a stack of D3--branes at the tip of a cone Rbranes at the tip of a cone R66//Γ Γ 
where the where the orbifoldorbifold group group ΓΓ breaks all the breaks all the supersymmetrysupersymmetry. . 

•• At first sight, the gauge theory seems conformal because At first sight, the gauge theory seems conformal because 
the planar beta functions for all singlethe planar beta functions for all single--trace operators trace operators 
vanish. The candidate string dual is AdSvanish. The candidate string dual is AdS55 x Sx S55//ΓΓ. . KachruKachru, , 
Silverstein; Lawrence, Silverstein; Lawrence, NekrasovNekrasov, , VafaVafa; ; BershadskyBershadsky, , JohansonJohanson

•• However, dimension 4 doubleHowever, dimension 4 double--trace operators made out trace operators made out 
of twisted singleof twisted single--trace ones, f Otrace ones, f Onn OO--nn, are induced at one, are induced at one--
loop. Their planar betaloop. Their planar beta--functions have the form  functions have the form  
ββff = a = a λλ22 + 2 + 2 γγ f f λλ + f+ f22

ββλλ = 0 = 0 



A Note on NormalizationsA Note on Normalizations
•• The VEV of a single trace operator is of order N. The VEV of a single trace operator is of order N. 
•• The standard YangThe standard Yang--Mills action                     is of Mills action                     is of 

order Norder N22 in the `t in the `t HooftHooft limit.limit.
•• The doubleThe double--trace operators f Otrace operators f Onn OO--n   n   make make 

contributions of the same order (for the coupling contributions of the same order (for the coupling 
constant of order 1). They cannot be ignored in constant of order 1). They cannot be ignored in 
the leading large N limit.the leading large N limit.

•• In fact, the treeIn fact, the tree--level potential of the level potential of the SU(N)SU(N)kk

quiver theories (with the interacting U(1)quiver theories (with the interacting U(1)’’s s 
decoupled) contains such doubledecoupled) contains such double--trace terms.trace terms.





•• If D=If D=γγ2 2 -- a < 0, then there is no real fixed a < 0, then there is no real fixed 
point for f.point for f.

•• A class of A class of ZZkk orbifoldsorbifolds with global SU(3) with global SU(3) 
symmetry, that are freely acting on the 5symmetry, that are freely acting on the 5--
sphere, has the group action in the sphere, has the group action in the 
fundamental of SU(4) fundamental of SU(4) 

•• Here is a plot of a oneHere is a plot of a one--loop loop SU(N)SU(N)kk gauge gauge 
theory theory discriminantdiscriminant, D, and of the ground , D, and of the ground 
state closed string mstate closed string m22 on the cone without on the cone without 
the Dthe D--branesbranes.        n=1, .        n=1, ……, k, k--1 labels the 1 labels the 
twisted sector, and x=twisted sector, and x=n/kn/k..

•• The simplest freely acting nonThe simplest freely acting non--susysusy example example 
is Zis Z55 where there are four induced doublewhere there are four induced double--
trace couplingstrace couplings

•• For example, the SU(3) For example, the SU(3) adjointsadjoints
areare

((αα=2=2ππ/5)/5)



•• For more complicated For more complicated 
orbifoldsorbifolds, crossing of  , crossing of  
eigenvalueseigenvalues of the of the 
discriminantdiscriminant matrix matrix 
becomes important. The becomes important. The 
agreement with closed agreement with closed 
strings continues to hold.strings continues to hold.

•• Generally, there are three Generally, there are three 
twist angles xtwist angles xii that define that define 
a cube. The a cube. The 
stability/instability regions stability/instability regions 
agree between oneagree between one--loop loop 
gauge theory and string gauge theory and string 
theory.theory.



•• Any nonAny non--SUSY SUSY abelianabelian orbifoldorbifold contains unstable contains unstable 
operators. This appears to remove all such operators. This appears to remove all such 
orbifoldorbifold quivers from a list of large N quivers from a list of large N 
perturbativelyperturbatively conformal gauge theories. conformal gauge theories. 

•• The oneThe one--loop beta functions destroy the loop beta functions destroy the 
conformal invariance precisely in those twisted conformal invariance precisely in those twisted 
sectors where there exist closedsectors where there exist closed--string tachyons string tachyons 
localized at the tip of Rlocalized at the tip of R66//Γ. Γ. Thus, a very simple Thus, a very simple 
correspondence emerges between correspondence emerges between perturbativeperturbative
gauge theory and free closed string on an gauge theory and free closed string on an 
orbifoldorbifold. Why? Perhaps, in the presence of . Why? Perhaps, in the presence of 
tachyons, the standard tachyons, the standard AdSAdS/CFT decoupling /CFT decoupling 
argument may fail.argument may fail.

•• The AdSThe AdS55 x Sx S55//Γ Γ background is tachyonbackground is tachyon--free at free at 
large radius. Could it have some instabilities? If large radius. Could it have some instabilities? If 
not, then there is a transition from instability to not, then there is a transition from instability to 
stability as stability as λλ is increased.is increased.



•• What is the endWhat is the end--point of the RG flow?point of the RG flow?
•• Condensation of localized tachyon Condensation of localized tachyon 

smoothes out the tip of the cone.  smoothes out the tip of the cone.  Adams, Adams, 
PolchinskiPolchinski, Silverstein, Silverstein

•• The gauge theory on D3The gauge theory on D3--branes at a branes at a 
smooth point is smooth point is NN=4 SYM. Hence, a =4 SYM. Hence, a 
natural conjecture is that the gauge natural conjecture is that the gauge 
theory flows from the nontheory flows from the non--SUSY SUSY SU(N)SU(N)kk

quiver gauge theory to the quiver gauge theory to the NN=4 SU(N) =4 SU(N) 
SYM.  SYM.  DymarskyDymarsky, Franco, , Franco, RoibanRoiban, IK (work in progress), IK (work in progress)



D3D3--branes on the branes on the ConifoldConifold
•• The The conifoldconifold is a is a CalabiCalabi--YauYau 33--fold cone X fold cone X 

described by the constraint           on 4 described by the constraint           on 4 
complex variables.complex variables.

•• Its base Y is a Its base Y is a cosetcoset TT1,11,1 which has which has 
symmetry SU(2)symmetry SU(2)AAxSU(2)xSU(2)BB that rotates the that rotates the 
zz’’ss, and also U(1), and also U(1)RR ::

•• The SasakiThe Sasaki--Einstein metric on TEinstein metric on T1,1  1,1  isis

wherewhere
•• The topology of TThe topology of T1,1 1,1 is Sis S22 x Sx S33..



•• The The NN=1 SCFT on the D3=1 SCFT on the D3--branes at the apex of branes at the apex of 
the the conifoldconifold has gauge group has gauge group SU(N)xSU(NSU(N)xSU(N) ) 
coupled to coupled to bifundamentalbifundamental chiralchiral superfieldssuperfields AA11, , 
AA22, in            ,  and B, in            ,  and B11, B, B22 in           . in           . IK, IK, WittenWitten

•• The RThe R--charge of each fields is charge of each fields is ½½. This insures . This insures 
U(1)U(1)RR anomaly cancellation. anomaly cancellation. 

•• The unique SU(2)The unique SU(2)AAxSU(2)xSU(2)BB invariant, exactly invariant, exactly 
marginal marginal quarticquartic superpotentialsuperpotential is added:is added:

•• This theory also has a baryonic This theory also has a baryonic U(1) U(1) 
symmetry under which symmetry under which AAkk --> > eeiaia AAkk; ; BBll --> > ee--iaia BBll ,,
and a Zand a Z22 symmetry which interchanges the Asymmetry which interchanges the A’’s s 
with the Bwith the B’’s and implements charge conjugation.s and implements charge conjugation.



Comparison with a ZComparison with a Z22 OrbifoldOrbifold QuiverQuiver

•• The simplest The simplest NN=2 SUSY quiver has k=2; =2 SUSY quiver has k=2; 
mm11=m=m22=1, m=1, m33=0. The gauge group is =0. The gauge group is 
again again SU(N)xSU(NSU(N)xSU(N), but in addition to the ), but in addition to the 
bifundamentalsbifundamentals AAii, , BBjj, there is one , there is one adjointadjoint
chiralchiral superfieldsuperfield for each gauge group, for each gauge group, 
with with superpotentialsuperpotential

•• Adding a ZAdding a Z22 odd mass term odd mass term 
and integrating out the and integrating out the adjointsadjoints, we obtain, we obtain
the the superpotentialsuperpotential of the of the conifoldconifold theory,theory,





Breaking the Conformal SymmetryBreaking the Conformal Symmetry
•• A useful tool is to add to the N A useful tool is to add to the N 

D3D3--branes M D5branes M D5--branes wrapped branes wrapped 
over the Sover the S22 at the tip of the at the tip of the 
conifoldconifold..

•• The 10The 10--d geometry dual to the d geometry dual to the 
gauge theory on these gauge theory on these branesbranes is is 
the warped deformed the warped deformed conifoldconifold (IK, (IK, 
StrasslerStrassler))

•• is the metric of the deformed is the metric of the deformed 
conifoldconifold, a simple , a simple CalabiCalabi--YauYau
space defined by the following space defined by the following 
constraint on 4 complex variables: constraint on 4 complex variables: 



String Theoretic Approach to String Theoretic Approach to 
ConfinementConfinement

•• It is possible to generalize It is possible to generalize 
the the AdSAdS/CFT correspondence /CFT correspondence 
in such a way that the quarkin such a way that the quark--
antiquarkantiquark potential is linear potential is linear 
at large distance.at large distance.

•• A A ““cartooncartoon’’’’ of the necessary of the necessary 
metric ismetric is

•• The space ends at a The space ends at a 
maximum value of z where maximum value of z where 
the warp factor is finite. the warp factor is finite. 
Then the confining string Then the confining string 
tension is tension is 



•• The warp factor is finite at the `end of The warp factor is finite at the `end of 
spacespace’’ t=0, as required for the t=0, as required for the 
confinement: confinement: h(th(t)= 2)= 2--8/38/3 γγ I(tI(t))

•• The standard warp factor aThe standard warp factor a22 , which , which 
measures the string tension, is identified measures the string tension, is identified 
with with h(th(t) ) --1/2 1/2 and is minimized at t=0. It and is minimized at t=0. It 
blows up at large t (near the boundary).  blows up at large t (near the boundary).  

•• The The dilatondilaton is exactly constant due to the is exactly constant due to the 
selfself--duality of the 3duality of the 3--form background form background 



•• The radiusThe radius--squared of the Ssquared of the S33 at t=0 is at t=0 is ggssMM
in string units.in string units.

•• When When ggssMM is large, the curvatures are is large, the curvatures are 
small everywhere, and the SUGRA solution small everywhere, and the SUGRA solution 
is reliable in `solvingis reliable in `solving’’ this confining gauge this confining gauge 
theory.theory.



Anomalously light Anomalously light glueballsglueballs
•• The confining string tension isThe confining string tension is
•• The The glueballsglueballs are the are the normalizablenormalizable modes modes 

localized near at small t. In the localized near at small t. In the supergravitysupergravity limit limit 
(at large (at large ggss M) their mass scales areM) their mass scales are

•• In order to eliminate the anomalously light bound In order to eliminate the anomalously light bound 
states, we need a small states, we need a small ggss M, which requires a M, which requires a 
departure from the SUGRA limit.departure from the SUGRA limit.

•• Even for small Even for small ggss M, SUGRA becomes reliable in M, SUGRA becomes reliable in 
the UV (at large t).the UV (at large t).



Log running of couplings Log running of couplings 
•• The large radius asymptotic solution is The large radius asymptotic solution is 

characterized by logarithmic deviations characterized by logarithmic deviations 
from AdSfrom AdS55 x Tx T1,11,1 IK, IK, TseytlinTseytlin

•• The nearThe near--AdSAdS radial coordinate isradial coordinate is
•• The NSThe NS--NS and RNS and R--R 2R 2--form potentials:form potentials:



•• This translates into log This translates into log 
running of the gauge running of the gauge 
couplings throughcouplings through

•• The warp factor deviates The warp factor deviates 
from the M=0 solution from the M=0 solution 
logarithmically.logarithmically.

•• Remarkably, the 5Remarkably, the 5--form form 
flux, dual to the flux, dual to the 
number of colors, also number of colors, also 
changes logarithmically changes logarithmically 
with the RG scale.with the RG scale.



•• What is the explanation in the dual What is the explanation in the dual 
SU(kM)xSU((kSU(kM)xSU((k--1)M) SYM theory coupled 1)M) SYM theory coupled 
to to bifundamentalbifundamental chiralchiral superfieldssuperfields AA11, A, A22, , 
BB11, B, B22 ? A novel phenomenon, called a ? A novel phenomenon, called a 
duality cascadeduality cascade, takes place: k repeatedly , takes place: k repeatedly 
changes by 1 as a result of the changes by 1 as a result of the SeibergSeiberg
duality  duality  IK, IK, StrasslerStrassler

(diagram of RG flows from a review by M. (diagram of RG flows from a review by M. StrasslerStrassler))



YYp,qp,q DualitiesDualities
•• Cascading behavior is not limited to the Cascading behavior is not limited to the 

conifoldconifold. Recently, an infinite family of . Recently, an infinite family of 
new CY cones over Sasakinew CY cones over Sasaki--Einstein spaces  Einstein spaces  
YYp,qp,q of topology Sof topology S22 x Sx S33 have been have been 
constructed (p and q are coconstructed (p and q are co--prime prime 
integers).   integers).   GauntlettGauntlett, , MartelliMartelli, Sparks, , Sparks, WaldramWaldram



•• y ranges between two smaller y ranges between two smaller 
roots of roots of v(yv(y):):

•• The SU(N)The SU(N)2p2p SCFTSCFT’’ss on N D3on N D3--
branes at the tip of the cones branes at the tip of the cones 
have also been constructed. have also been constructed. 
BenvenutiBenvenuti, Franco, , Franco, HananyHanany, , MartelliMartelli, Sparks, Sparks

•• For example, here is the quiver For example, here is the quiver 
diagram for the SCFT dual to diagram for the SCFT dual to 
AdSAdS55 x Yx Y4,34,3



RR--charges from acharges from a--maximizationmaximization
•• The conformal invariance conditions do not The conformal invariance conditions do not 

fully determine the Rfully determine the R--charges. Let        charges. Let        
RRZZ=x, R=x, RYY=y, R=y, RUU=1=1--(x+y)/2, R(x+y)/2, RVV=1+ (x=1+ (x--y)/2 y)/2 

•• The technique of aThe technique of a--maximization maximization IntriligatorIntriligator, , WechtWecht

givesgives

•• Remarkably, this gives the trace anomaly Remarkably, this gives the trace anomaly 
agreeing with the agreeing with the AdSAdS/CFT/CFT

BenvenutiBenvenuti et al; et al; BertoliniBertolini, , BigazziBigazzi, , CotroneCotrone



•• Addition of M D5Addition of M D5--branes branes 
wrapped over the  Swrapped over the  S22 modifies modifies 
the quiver diagram tothe quiver diagram to

•• Performing the Performing the SeibergSeiberg duality duality 
on the biggest gauge group on the biggest gauge group 
gives the same quiver with    gives the same quiver with    
N N --> N> N--M. This fact is M. This fact is 
necessary for the existence of necessary for the existence of 
a selfa self--similar cascading RG similar cascading RG 
flow.flow.

•• The gravity duals of these The gravity duals of these 
cascades include the ISD 3cascades include the ISD 3--
form field strength. form field strength. Herzog, Herzog, EjazEjaz, IK, IK



•• The metric and 5The metric and 5--form are form are 
determined by a single warp determined by a single warp 
factor, which however factor, which however 
depends on 2 coordinates.depends on 2 coordinates.

•• Luckily, the PDE for Luckily, the PDE for h(r,yh(r,y) is ) is 
exactly solvableexactly solvable

•• The log behavior The log behavior 
characteristic of the cascade characteristic of the cascade 
produces a naked singularity produces a naked singularity 
in the IR. Is there a smooth in the IR. Is there a smooth 
solution with the above large solution with the above large 
r behavior?r behavior?



IR Behavior of the IR Behavior of the ConifoldConifold CascadeCascade

•• Here the dynamical deformation of the Here the dynamical deformation of the conifoldconifold
renders the solution smooth, and explains the IR renders the solution smooth, and explains the IR 
dynamics of the gauge theory.dynamics of the gauge theory.

•• Dimensional transmutationDimensional transmutation in the IR. The in the IR. The 
dynamically generated confinement scale isdynamically generated confinement scale is

•• The pattern of The pattern of RR--symmetry breakingsymmetry breaking is the same is the same 
as in the SU(M) SYM theory: Zas in the SU(M) SYM theory: Z2M2M --> Z> Z22

•• Yet, the IR gauge theory is somewhat more Yet, the IR gauge theory is somewhat more 
complicated. complicated. 



. . 

•• In the IR the gauge theory cascades down to In the IR the gauge theory cascades down to 
SU(2M) x SU(M). The SU(2M) gauge group SU(2M) x SU(M). The SU(2M) gauge group 
effectively has effectively has NNff==NNcc. . 

•• The baryon and antiThe baryon and anti--baryon operators     baryon operators     SeibergSeiberg

acquire expectation values and break the U(1) acquire expectation values and break the U(1) 
symmetry under which symmetry under which AAkk --> > eeiaia AAkk; ; BBll --> > ee--iaia BBll.  .  
Hence, we observe confinement without a mass Hence, we observe confinement without a mass 
gap: due to gap: due to U(1)U(1)baryonbaryon chiralchiral symmetry breakingsymmetry breaking
there exist a Goldstone boson and its there exist a Goldstone boson and its masslessmassless
scalar scalar superpartnersuperpartner. There exists a baryonic . There exists a baryonic 
branch of the branch of the modulimoduli spacespace



•• The KS solution is part of a The KS solution is part of a modulimoduli space of space of 
confining SUGRA backgrounds, confining SUGRA backgrounds, resolved warped resolved warped 
deformed deformed conifoldsconifolds. . GubserGubser, Herzog, IK; , Herzog, IK; ButtiButti, , GranaGrana, , MinasianMinasian, , 
PetriniPetrini, , ZaffaroniZaffaroni

•• To look for them we need to use the PT To look for them we need to use the PT ansatzansatz::

•• H, x, g, a, v, and the H, x, g, a, v, and the dilatondilaton are functions of the are functions of the 
radial variable t. radial variable t. 

•• Additional radial functions enter into the Additional radial functions enter into the ansatzansatz
for the 3for the 3--form field strengths. The PT form field strengths. The PT ansatzansatz
preserves the SO(4) but breaks a Zpreserves the SO(4) but breaks a Z22 charge charge 
conjugation conjugation symetrysymetry, except at the KS point., except at the KS point.



•• BGMPZ used the method of SU(3) BGMPZ used the method of SU(3) 
structures to derive the complete set of structures to derive the complete set of 
coupled firstcoupled first--order equations.order equations.

•• A result of their integration is that the A result of their integration is that the 
warp factor and the warp factor and the dilatondilaton are related: are related: 

DymarskyDymarsky, IK, , IK, SeibergSeiberg

•• The integration constant determines the The integration constant determines the 
`modulus`modulus’’ U:              whereU:              where

•• At large At large tt the solution approaches the KT the solution approaches the KT 
`cascade `cascade asymptoticsasymptotics’’: : 



•• The resolution parameter U is proportional The resolution parameter U is proportional 
to the VEV of the operatorto the VEV of the operator

•• This family of resolved warped deformed This family of resolved warped deformed 
conifoldsconifolds is dual to the `baryonic branchis dual to the `baryonic branch’’
in the gauge theory (the quantum in the gauge theory (the quantum 
deformed deformed modulimoduli space).space).

•• At large U the IR part of the solution At large U the IR part of the solution 
approaches that of the approaches that of the MaldacenaMaldacena--Nunez Nunez 
solution. But we always have the solution. But we always have the 
`cascade`cascade’’ asymptoticsasymptotics at large t.at large t.

•• Here are plots of the string tension (a Here are plots of the string tension (a 
fundamentalfundamental string at the bottom of the string at the bottom of the 
throat is throat is dual todual to an an `emergent`emergent’’ chromochromo--
electric flux tube) and of the electric flux tube) and of the dilatondilaton
profiles as a function of the modulus U=profiles as a function of the modulus U=lnln
||ζζ|. |. DymarskyDymarsky, IK, , IK, SeibergSeiberg



BPS Domain WallsBPS Domain Walls

•• A D5A D5--brane wrapped over the 3brane wrapped over the 3--
sphere at the bottom of the throat sphere at the bottom of the throat 
is the domain wall separating two is the domain wall separating two 
adjacent adjacent vacuavacua of the theory.of the theory.

•• Since it is BPS saturated, its Since it is BPS saturated, its 
tension cannot depend on the tension cannot depend on the 
baryonic branch modulus. This is baryonic branch modulus. This is 
indeed the case. This fact indeed the case. This fact 
provides a check on the choice of provides a check on the choice of 
the UV boundary conditions, and the UV boundary conditions, and 
on the numerical integration on the numerical integration 
procedure necessary away from procedure necessary away from 
the KS point. the KS point. 

•• Analytic proof?Analytic proof?



Applications to DApplications to D--branebrane InflationInflation
•• The SlowThe Slow--Roll Inflationary Universe Roll Inflationary Universe 

((LindeLinde; Albrecht, Steinhardt); Albrecht, Steinhardt) is a very is a very 
promising idea for generating the promising idea for generating the 
CMB anisotropy spectrum observed CMB anisotropy spectrum observed 
by the WMAP. by the WMAP. 

•• Finding models with very flat Finding models with very flat 
potentials has proven to be difficult. potentials has proven to be difficult. 
Recent string theory constructions Recent string theory constructions 
use moving Duse moving D--branesbranes.    .    DvaliDvali, , TyeTye, , ……

•• In the KKLT/KKLMMT model, the In the KKLT/KKLMMT model, the 
warped deformed warped deformed conifoldconifold is is 
embedded into a string embedded into a string 
compactificationcompactification. An anti. An anti--D3D3--brane is brane is 
added at the bottom to break SUSY added at the bottom to break SUSY 
and generate a potential. A D3and generate a potential. A D3--brane brane 
rolls in the throat. Its radial rolls in the throat. Its radial 
coordinate plays the role of an coordinate plays the role of an 
inflatoninflaton..
KachruKachru, , KalloshKallosh, , LindeLinde, , MaldacenaMaldacena, McAllister, , McAllister, TrivediTrivedi



A related suggestion for DA related suggestion for D--branebrane
inflation inflation (A. (A. DymarskyDymarsky, IK, N. , IK, N. SeibergSeiberg))

•• In a flux In a flux compactificationcompactification, the , the 
U(1)U(1)baryon baryon is gauged. Turn on a is gauged. Turn on a 
FayetFayet--IliopoulosIliopoulos parameter parameter ξ .ξ .

•• This makes the throat a This makes the throat a resolvedresolved
warped deformed warped deformed conifoldconifold..

•• The probe D3The probe D3--brane potential  brane potential  
on this space is asymptotically on this space is asymptotically 
flat, if we ignore effects of flat, if we ignore effects of 
compactificationcompactification and D7and D7--branes. branes. 
The plots are for two different The plots are for two different 
values of values of U~U~ξξ..

•• No antiNo anti--D3 needed: in presence D3 needed: in presence 
of the D3of the D3--brane, SUSY is broken brane, SUSY is broken 
by the Dby the D--term term ξξ. Related to the . Related to the 
`D`D--term Inflationterm Inflation’’ BinetruyBinetruy, , DvaliDvali; ; 
HalyoHalyo



Slow roll DSlow roll D--branebrane inflation? inflation? 

•• Effects of D7Effects of D7--branes and of branes and of 
compactificationcompactification generically generically 
spoil the flatness of the spoil the flatness of the 
potential. Nonpotential. Non--perturbativeperturbative
effects introduce the KKLTeffects introduce the KKLT--
type type superpotentialsuperpotential
where X denotes the D3where X denotes the D3--
brane position. In any warped brane position. In any warped 
throat Dthroat D--branebrane inflation inflation 
model, it is important to model, it is important to 
calculate calculate A(X).A(X).



•• The gauge theory on D7The gauge theory on D7--branes wrapping a 4branes wrapping a 4--
cycle cycle ΣΣ44 has couplinghas coupling

•• The nonThe non--perturbativeperturbative superpotentialsuperpotential
depends on the D3depends on the D3--brane location through the brane location through the 
warped volume warped volume 

•• In the throat approximation, the warp factor In the throat approximation, the warp factor 
can be calculated and integrated over a 4can be calculated and integrated over a 4--
cycle explicitly. cycle explicitly. Baumann, Baumann, DymarskyDymarsky, Klebanov, , Klebanov, MaldacenaMaldacena, McAllister, , McAllister, 

MuruganMurugan..

•• For a class of For a class of conifoldconifold embeddings             embeddings             
AreanArean, Crooks, , Crooks, RamalloRamallo ((ww11=z=z11+iz+iz2 2 , etc.), etc.)

the result isthe result is



•• This formula applies both to This formula applies both to nn wrapped D7wrapped D7--
branes, and to a wrapped Euclidean D3 (branes, and to a wrapped Euclidean D3 (n=1n=1).).

•• For the latter case, For the latter case, GanorGanor showed that showed that AA has a has a 
simple zero when the D3simple zero when the D3--brane approaches the brane approaches the 
44--cycle. Our result agrees with this.cycle. Our result agrees with this.

•• We have also carried out such calculations for 4We have also carried out such calculations for 4--
cycles within the cycles within the CalabiCalabi--YauYau cones over cones over YYp,qp,q with with 
analogous results: analogous results: A(X)A(X) is proportional to the is proportional to the 
embedding equation raised to the power embedding equation raised to the power 1/n1/n. . 
This appears to be a general rule for 4This appears to be a general rule for 4--cycles in cycles in 
the throat.the throat.



•• The dependence of the nonThe dependence of the non--perturbativeperturbative
superpotentialsuperpotential on D3on D3--brane position, and brane position, and 
other other compactificationcompactification effects, give effects, give 
HubbleHubble--scale corrections to the scale corrections to the inflatoninflaton
potential.potential.

•• Some `fineSome `fine--tuningtuning’’ is generally needed to is generally needed to 
cancel different corrections to the D3cancel different corrections to the D3--
brane potential. This is currently under brane potential. This is currently under 
investigation with D. Baumann, A. investigation with D. Baumann, A. 
DymarskyDymarsky, J. , J. MaldacenaMaldacena, L. McAllister and , L. McAllister and 
P. Steinhardt.P. Steinhardt.



ConclusionsConclusions
•• In the first part, we investigated nonIn the first part, we investigated non--SUSY SUSY orbifoldsorbifolds of of 

AdSAdS/CFT. At one loop, flow of double/CFT. At one loop, flow of double--trace couplings trace couplings 
spoils conformal invariance even in the large N limit. spoils conformal invariance even in the large N limit. 
There is a precise connection of this instability with There is a precise connection of this instability with 
presence of twisted sector closed string tachyons.  presence of twisted sector closed string tachyons.  

•• Gauge/string dualities for confining gauge theories give a Gauge/string dualities for confining gauge theories give a 
new geometrical view of such important phenomena as new geometrical view of such important phenomena as 
dimensional transmutation, dimensional transmutation, chiralchiral symmetry breaking, symmetry breaking, 
and quantum deformation of and quantum deformation of modulimoduli space. We have also space. We have also 
discussed new UV phenomena: the duality cascades.discussed new UV phenomena: the duality cascades.

•• Embedding gauge/string dualities into string Embedding gauge/string dualities into string 
compactificationscompactifications offers new possibilities for modeling offers new possibilities for modeling 
inflation. In particular, D3inflation. In particular, D3--branes on resolved warped branes on resolved warped 
deformed deformed conifoldsconifolds may realize Dmay realize D--term inflation.term inflation.

•• Calculation of nonCalculation of non--perturbativeperturbative corrections to the corrections to the inflatoninflaton
potential is important for determining if these models can potential is important for determining if these models can 
produce slowproduce slow--roll inflation.roll inflation.
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